
“...their criteria stretched 

beyond someone who could 

design a zero energy house; 

they wanted someone who 

would also put heart and 

soul into a space intended 

to last hundreds of years.”
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Acquilano Leslie redesigns its office space 
to foster communication, collaboration and 

nurture a new generation of creativity

WORKPLACE IDEAS

About Face About Face

IN an episode of the television show Mad Men, advertising executive Don Draper 

is admonished for his team’s excessive paper use.  Maintaining that they just throw 

out a lot of bad ideas, he appeals to his financial officer to “let his creatives be 

unproductive until they are.” Paper consumption, combined with a private office 

was once considered the ideal incubator for productivity and innovation. Although 

the paperless office hasn’t fully arrived, today’s workspaces are trending more 

toward collaborative environments that accommodate a variety of work styles.  

Originating with companies like Microsoft (which offered its employees a casual 

work atmosphere and free drinks) and later fueled by Google and Facebook’s 

foray into less-hierarchical, more high school gym-inspired office space, progressive 

companies are moving towards a “no door policy” to inspire creativity and promote 

the exchange of ideas while blurring the notions of work, play, and home.
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Walk through Acquilano Leslie’s glass entry 
and you will find a comfortable, casual 
atmosphere that invites you in. The striking 
lobby that doubles as waiting and meeting 
space is outfitted with a pair of Bob Lounge 
chairs by Coalesse.  A Warren Platner coffee 
table from Knoll sets the mid-mod vibe. The 
ensemble rests on a Masland rug (Rocks 
Collection) that you’ll want to dip your toes into. 
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office suite in an SOM-designed high-

rise, Leslie gave up his private office 

to join his team of 12 in an open work 

environment where he observes that 

“visibility relates to accountability.” 

Prior to the remodel, the whole 

setup was dated: individual desks 

were oriented towards the walls and 

employees had their backs to one 

another in the studio where much of 

the design and project coordination 

takes place.“The layout didn’t facilitate 

our teaming approach or support our 

philosophy of collaboration,” says Drew 

Marlow, Acquilano Leslie’s director 

of design. But that has changed 

since the firm underwent a collective 

design process and reconfigured 

its studio and support spaces. Now 

team members face one another 

and can “lift their heads to initiate 

a conversation.” The arrangement 

allows for sanctioned eavesdropping 

which supports the company’s tag 

Denver-based Acquilano Leslie is 

an award-winning design firm that 

specializes in doing just that: creating 

forward-looking workspaces for 

businesses and government agencies 

across the country. Although a small 

firm, it competes with the top tier and 

has helped companies, like DaVita, 

build their identity into a physical form 

to achieve their workplace goals. “They 

stood out in their ability to understand 

our culture and to bring that culture to 

life within the building,” says Rebecca 

Griggs, DaVita’s vice president of 

Operations Innovation. Owen Leslie, 

who is principal and co-founder of the 

firm, describes how each workplace 

is unique, but acknowledges the 

design trend “is to dedicate less to 

the individual and more space to the 

group.  By allocating space differently, 

clients are becoming aware that it can 

be a more efficient use of real estate.”  

In a recent remodel of the firm’s own 

“People can confer without a formal 
conference table,” says Owen Leslie. 
“In fact, 80% of interaction is unplanned 
and we’ve created spaces to capture 
those collisions or serendipitous 
encounters that produce great ideas.”  

TOP
The office redesign supports the firm’s 
mantra “We listen, then create” with 
multiple options for spontaneous 
interaction, dialogue, and workspace.
The project contractor, MAX Construction, 
saw that every detail of the redesign 
was built with precision.

ABOVE
An espresso bar has replaced the 
traditional reception desk. Here, a custom 
architectural concrete base (Coates 
Custom Design) intersects with a crisp 
Corian (Glacier White) counter top. Enea 
stools by Steelcase provide an easy way 
to sidle up to the bar for a brainstorming, 
breakout, or beverage session.  

RIGHT (FACING PAGE)
The low-slung conference table and 
surrounding lounge chairs (both by 
Coalesse) set the tone for a relaxed 
meeting atmosphere. Floor to ceiling 
windows flood the space with natural 
light. Although rarely needed, light fixtures 
by Louis Poulsen (LC Shutters) delicately 
illuminate the table surface. Houndstooth-
patterned wallcovering from Wolf Gordon 
adds a bit of whimsy to the space.
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line “we listen, then create”. Although 

an expression intended for clients, it’s 

equally salient to the firm’s goal to foster 

collaboration among its employees.

Like many of Denver’s design firms, 

Acquilano Leslie considered moving 

out of the Central Business District for 

a more loft-like space. Committed to 

sustainability and located in the heart 

of downtown, the firm recognized its 

optimal proximity to clients and, instead, 

decided to renew the lease on its 

second level suite overlooking the 16th 

Street Mall.  With a new and youthful 

ownership coming up the ranks, it also 

seemed like an ideal time to revamp the 

company’s image through its website 

and office design.  At the conclusion 

of the regenerative design process 

only the physical location, company 

logo and firm’s commitment to superior 

service and design remained.

“It was a classic case of the cobbler’s 

kids not having new shoes of their 

own,” comments Heather Leslie whose 

project management company, Task 

PM, represents a number of Acquilano 

Leslie’s clients. “They design everyone 

else’s space to meet contemporary 

design and technology trends and 

realized that their office space needed 

to convey the same message.”  

Working within its 5,000 square foot 

suite with a large bank of windows and 

12-ft. high ceilings, Acquilano Leslie first 

dismantled the compartmentalized 

spaces that inhibited access to its 

design studio. By transforming the front 

of the office into a variety of communal 

work zones, transparency now rules as 

visitors are welcomed into a cozy gallery 

which highlights the firm’s projects.  

Dubbed the “oasis,” the area serves as 

impromptu meeting or waiting space 

and provides easy visual access to other 

areas in the office. To further promote 

cross pollination, the once de rigueur 

reception desk has been reimagined 

into an inviting cast concrete espresso 

bar where employees, guests and 

clients can engage in conversation.

“We recognize the need for variety in our 

daily work regimens and we are trying 

to promote that idea with our clients. 

ABOVE RIGHT 
The area dubbed the “Playground” sports George Nelson pendant light 
fixtures and an Akira table with Cobi chairs (both by Steelcase). The brightly 
illuminated space provides the firm with additional break-out space. 

LEFT
By reconfiguring its existing systems furniture, Acquilano Leslie’s staff now faces 
one another and can have direct interactions. Firm principals no longer have 
private offices and have integrated themselves into the open-plan design studio. 

BELOW
The relocation and redesign of the firm’s material library allows
the formerly enclosed space to flow directly into the design studio, creating 
easy access for staff and clients to select and review project palettes.

A media:scape lounge and Eno Classic digital white board (both by 
Steelcase) provide a versatile work setting for Acquilano Leslie employees 
and clients. Projects can be displayed, modified, and recorded on the spot. 
The half-moon sofa and lounge table accommodate different work styles 
and can comfortably fit a small gathering or the whole office. It sits on a 
Super Flor carpet tile area rug by Interface. Art consultants, NINE dot Arts, 
helped integrate artwork in strategic locations throughout the office.
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People can confer without a formal 

conference table,” says Leslie.  “In fact, 

nearly 80% of interaction is unplanned, 

and we’ve created spaces to capture 

those collisions or serendipitous 

encounters that produce great ideas.”  

Flexibility and comfort are also central 

to the firm’s philosophy.   Prior to the 

remodel, Acquilano Leslie’s design 

teams huddled around a small monitor 

to provide design input.  Now, they 

are able to spread out in a state-

of-the-art lounge which features a 

half-moon- shaped banquette with 

built in bar-height seating around the 

perimeter. The lounge, a Steelcase 

product, surrounds an interactive 

whiteboard that can be used for 

formal client meetings or spontaneous 

brainstorming sessions. Because of the 

space, project ideas and drawings 

are now easily displayed, evaluated, 

modified and recorded on the spot. 

“We can save our clients’ time by 

communicating our ideas more 

efficiently,” says firm principal and 

co-founder, Donna Acquilano. The firm 

recognizes that technology no longer 

tethers employees to their workstation. 

Rather, the new design features, 

which include circulation, lighting, 

finishes and furniture placement, all 

encourage roaming with planned 

opportunities for interaction.

With intentional bursts of bright 

color and texture juxtaposed 

against a backdrop of crisp, white 

planar surfaces, the office evokes a 

sophisticated yet youthful atmosphere 

that buzzes with energy. “In the design 

world, the best designs come out 

of collaboration,” observes Melissa 

Marlow, a recently promoted principal. 

“The fact that we are interacting more,” 

she adds, “says great things about the 

future of the designs to come out of 

our office.” Perhaps Don Draper would 

have appreciated an office design 

like Acquilano Leslie’s-one with both 

planned and impromptu zones for 

sparking ideas among his creatives. 

TOP
Even the firm’s break room is a departure from the ordinary. A tailored glass 
tile backsplash (Hirsch Glass Co; Capco) next to sleek white cabinets makes 
for a lively spot to confer over lunch. Bertoia stools by Knoll wrap the café-
table height counter and pendants from West Elm gracefully finish the space. 

BOTTOM
The Acquilano Leslie team includes: (standing, left to right) 
Drew Marlow, Jill Taylor, Rachel Sivak, Owen Leslie, Kris Davis, 
Ryan Dougovito (seated, left to right) Donna Acquilano, Ralph 
Hellman, Melissa Marlow, Anne Marie Dunbar, Ashley Stinson
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